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j. The Intuitive Adequacy 0/ Accounts 0/ Logical Consequence 

It is clear to readers of Wittgenstein's Tractatus familiar with its 
author's intellectual developmenr that one of the work's main concerns 
Ues in providing a philosophically accurate explication of logical 
validity. Wittgenstein expresses his dissatisfaction with what his philo
sophical mentors, Frege and Russell, had said on the wpic both in 
the work itself and in his earlier correspondence and writings. Besides, 
there are good reasons to thlnk that Wittgenstein only came to accept 
an almost too obviously flawed semantic theory of language and 
though! like the Picture Theory (including the clainl that most in
teresting truths cannot be said but only shown) because be thought 
that tbe theory allowed an intuitively satisfactory account of logical 
validity, improving on tbe proposals by Frege and Russell. One of 
these reasons is to be found in the first one bundred and few para
graphs in the Logical Investigations, read as providing a diagnosis of 
the philosophical confusions tbat led to the mistakes in its author's 
previous work, wbicb he thought was the only alternative worth con
sidering to the views in the investigations. Now, we can read in § 89 
that tbe discllssion so far "bring us up to the problem: In what sense 

* Parrs of the material in this paper were preseI1led at talks at (he university 
of Lyon, and at conferences held in Sandago de Compostela and Bologna. I very much 
thani, the audiences (here for their criticisms and suggestions, My research has benefited 
from discussions in recent years with Jose Diez, Mario Gomez, ignacio Jane, Josep Maciil 
and Manuel Perez. Financial support was provided by the projecl BFF2003 -083 35 ·C03 -03, 
funded by tneC!CYT, Spanish GovernmeI1l, and SGROlOOt8, OURS!, Generalital de Cataiunya. 
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is logic something sublime", an ironical all usion to the Tractarian 
view; and this" problem" is later said to find expression "in questions 
as to the essence of language" (§ 91), described with the Tractarian 
viewpoint in sight as "the great question that lies behind aJJ these 
considerations" (§ 65). Last but not least, Wittgenstein counts as his 
"fLmdamental idea" (Grundgedanke) in the Tractattls "that the 'logical 
constants' are not representatives; that there can be no l'epresentatives 
of [he logic of facts" (4.0312), a rather mysterious declaration of which 
the onJy clear thing is that it is related to the views on logical validity 
advanced later in the work. 

Now, contemporarily we have come to regard the modeJ-theoretic 
explication of logical validity given originally by Tarski (1936) a few 
years after the Tractatus, in contrast to other technically precise notions 
with an intuitive counterpart, as one whose adequacy is seldom 
doubted. In a background set theory a class of models is characterized, 
and a relation of satisfaction between models and sentences is defined. 
X is said to be a logical consequence of K if every model that satisfies 
every member of K also satisfies X. In the anicle where Tarski first 
stated this notion (henceforth, "T-validity"), he already claimed in
tuitive adequacy for his proposal. In opening the paper, Tarski decla
res: "The concept of logical consequence is one of those whose in
troduction into the field of strict formal investigation was not a matter 
of arbitrary decision on the part of this or that investigator; in defining 
this concept, efforts were made to adhere to the common usage of 
the language of everyday life" (op. cit., 409). And after proposing the 
model-theoretic explication, he goes on to contend: "It seems to me 
that everyone who understands the content of the above definition 
must admit that it agrees quite well with common usage" (ibid., 417). 

Tarski's strategy to justify his claim of intuitive adequacy for 
T-validity is analogous to the one he had previously followed, in his 
celebrated work on truth, to establish the intuitive adequacy he also 
claimed in that work for his explication of the truth-concept for a gi_ 
ven language L. His idea was to bighlight a trait that is an essential 
distinctive feature of the ordinary concept of truth as restricted to 
the relevant language L, namely, satisfaction of his famous schema T; 
and then to show that his de/iniens also possesses tbat feature. 
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Following this strategy, in the case of the intuitive concept of 
logical validity ("i-validity" henceforth) Tarski (1936) highlights the 
following features as guiding the applications of the explicated 
intuitive concept: 

Consider any class K of sentences and a sentence X which follows from the 
sentences of this class. From an intuitive standpoint it can never happen that 
both the class K consists only of true sentences and the sentence X is false. 
Moreover since we are concerned here with the concept of logical, i.e. format, 
consequel~ce, and thus with a relation which is [0. be un!queJy detern~ed by the 
form of the semences between which it holds, thIS relation cannot be mfluenced 
in any way by empirical knowledge, and in particular by knowledge of the objects 
[0 which the sentence X or the sentences of the class K refer. The consequence 
relation cannor be affected by replacing the designations of the objects referred 
to in these sentences by the designations of any other objects (op. cit., 414-415). 

To an unprejudiced eye, Tarski is here stating something with 
which most logicians before and after him, certainly including the 
author of the Tractatus, would have been in agreement. Namely, that 
i-validity (remember, intuitive Logical consequence) has two distin
guishing traits in addition to the trait it shares with any other form of 
consequence, truth-preservation: either the conclusion is true, or so~e 
premise is false. Firstly, an i-valid argument is/ormalty truth-preservmg 
(the/ormality criterion, henceforth): any argwnent of the same form 
is also i-valid, and therefore truth-preserving. Secondly, an i-valid ar
gument is necessarily truth-preserving (the modality criterion hence
forth): tbe conclusion is true not onJy with respect to the actual world 
if the premises are alJ true with respect to it, but it is also true with 
respect to every possible circumstance with respect to which ~he pr.e
mises are also all true; in particular, every epistemicaJJy pOSSIble CIr

cumstances left open when empirical knowledge is not considered. 
Consistent with this strategy, after introducing T-validity as his 

explication, Tarski con tends that it satisfies the requirement: 

It seems [0 me that everyone who understands the coment of the abo~e 
definition must admil thal it agrees quite welJ with common usage. ThIS 
becomes still clearer from its various consequences. In particular, it can be 
proved on [he basis of this definition, that every consequence of true semences 
must b~ true, and also that the consequence relation which holds betw~en 
given sentences is completely independent of the sense of the extra-logtcal 
constants which occur in these sentences. (op. Cit., 417) 
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In a much-discussed book, Etchemendy (L990) has argued that 
T-validity does not really meet the demands that Tarski appears to 
impose on any adequate explication of i-validity, that is, those that he 
appears to claim for it in me text above. Etchemendy focuses on the ' 
modality criterion, disregarding the formality criterion. Some of • 
Etchemendy's critics - to whom [will generically refer as "the Quin
ean" - have replied to him, in defence of the adequacy ofT-validity, • 
that there is no need for an adequate concept of validity to satisfy the 
modality criterion. Some of them have added a historical twist to this 
line of reply, arguing tbat, properly understood, Tarski in fact did 
not impose the modal requirement on the above passages. The Quin
ean, however, accepts the other criterion, formality, and contends 
that T-validity satisfies it. My label for him has been chosen on me 
basis of the obvious affinities between the concerns of these writers 
and Quine's philosophical views on these matters, his general rejection 
of modal notions as scientifically ungrounded, and his appeal to sub
stitutivity, obviously related to the formality criterion, in bis own ac
count of logical validity. The Quinean, I should say, is not a straw 
man, as an examination of the critical literature generated by Elche
mendy's work would show. Such an examination, however, would 
take us too far afield, forcing us to carefully interpret the nuances of 
different views; and in any case I do not have space for it l . 

The main goal of this paper is to elaborate on some aspects of 
a previous reply to Etchemendy's criticism that I made some time 
ago (Garda-Carpintero, 1993), suggesting that, much as Tarski hin1self 
appears to indicate in the quoted texts, satisfaction of the formality 
and modality criteria go hand in hand, against what the Quinean 
wants. More specifically, I will argue here that there is a crucial ambi
guity when the formality criterion is mentioned, which the Quinean 
trades on and Etchemendy ignores. There are what I wi.Ll describe as 

t For the sake of giving credit where crerut is due, bowevet; 1 wiJJ mention some 
writings tbat I count as Quinean, among orher things because 1 have lew'nt much from 
them: Gomez Torrente t996, 1998, 1998/9, 2000u (but Gomez Torrente 2000b is nol 
Quinenn at aU), H,m 1991,Jane 1997, Ray 1996. Among non-Quinean crirics of Etche
mendy with whom this paper is essentiaUy in agreement, [ would like to mention Hanson 
1997, Macia 2000, Perez Otero 200 I, Sagiiillo 1997, Shapiro 1998, Sher 1996. 
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a syntactic and a semantic understanding of formality. The Quinean 
views invoke the syntactic one; I will argue, however, that there is no 
reason to believe that formality, under that interpretation, provides 
an adequacy criterion [or ex plications of i-validity. On the other hand, 
meeting the formality criterion understood under the semantic inter
pretation makes it plausible that the modality criterion is also satisfied. 

While pursuing this main goal, I will make some remarks on the 
> Tracta1'ian views on logical validity, comparing them to those of the 

main contenders in the dispute I wiJJ be addressing, and trying to 
provide some elucidation and discussion of Wittgenstein's Tractatus 
Grundgedanke - tbe view that logical constants are nol rep resentatives. 

2. Formalization and the Formality Criterion 

1 will distinguish two conceptions of rormality. The formality 
criterion has been characterized earlier as follows: if an argument is 
i-valid, any other argument of the same form is also i-valid, and there
fore also truth-preserving. Our question now is, what is it for two 
arguments to share (logical) form? I will indicate that there are two 
different answers, relying respectively on a syntactic and a semantic 
view of logical form, and I will argue that only the latter should be 
mentioned in a criterion for the intuitive adequacy of explications of 

logi cal vaL di ty. 
in order to introduce the distinction, I will invoke two illustrati

ve examples so as to hopefully make vivid the more theoretical chara
cterization. Before proceeding, however, 1 must raise a crucial issue 
that should be addressed the moment the question of the intuitive 
adequacy of the model-theoretic explication of logical validity is 
discussed, but few writers in fact tackJe; Etchemendy certainly does 
not2. The issue is, how can the relationship between i-validity and 
T-validity be discussed at all, when, directly at least, those concepts 
are applied in non-overlapping domains? The concept of i-validity 
applies [0 inferences or arguments that are primarily a type of speech-

2 See, l-lOwever, Blanchette 2000 and Macia 2000. 
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act made with sentences of natural languages (henceforth, n-languages . 
an~ n-arguments), and secondarily to corresponding meDlaJ acts; ' • . 
while the concept of I-validity is direcuy used to discriminate between 
~rguments consisting of formulas, and classes thereof, in languages 
lDtroduced ad hoc by logicians (henceforth I-languages and I-argu
ments). Obviously, if the issue of intuitive adequacy can be raised at . 
all, some non-arbitrary relationship between n-languages and I-lan
guages should be assumed. There is a name for this relationship'/or
malization, but little in the way of explication. The very minimum 
that is required of that relation is that some formulas of I-languages, 
but not others, correctly formalize given sentences of n-Ianguages. 

Two points are clear about correct formalizations. Firstly, the 
relation is many-to-many; the same formLua of an I-language can cor
rectly formalize more than one sentence of an n-language, and more 
than one I-language formula can correctly formalize the same n-language 
sentence. The second point concerns any appropriate extensional 
criterion of adequacy for explications of logical validity. \'V'hatever a 
properJy stated extensional criterion requires, the second clear point 
about the formalization relation is that the criterion cannot require the 
T-validity of every I-argument tllat correctly formalizes a given i-valid 
n-argument. Consider, for instance, the following argument: 
(I) Y=9 

if 9 = 32 then }2 = 9, 
hence 
9 =}2".3 

Now, (l) is an i-valid argument with an irrelevanr second premi
se. The following, though, is a correct propositional formalization of 
tlle preceding argument: 

(2) p 
q----)p 
:. q 

(2), however, is an invalid I-argument. The extensional adequacy 
of the Tarskian explication is guaranteed nonetheless, to the extent 

J j owe this example to Jose Miguel Saguillo. 
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that there is another correct I-valid formalization, the following first
order I-valid I-argument (also one with an irrelevant second premise): 

a=b 
b=a----)a=b 
:, b =a 

For the extensional adequacy of the Tarskian explication, thus, 
the most that can be required is that some correct formalization of 
a given i-valid argument be I-valid. When this is ilie case, the n-argu
ment counts also, indirectly, as I-valid. 

Aside from these two generally acknowledged points, little is ex
plicitly discussed concerning the nature of correct formalizations. 

Our two different conceptions of formality, the syntactic and the se
mantic, are in fact different conceptions of what a correct forma
lization is. As indicated, 1 will introduce the distinction by means of 
two examples. 

3. First Example: Anaphoric Relations and Their Expression 

Consider the English sentence (~): 

(4) 9 equals itself 

Is the following formula 

(5) a = a 

a correct first-order formalization of (4)? If so, (4) should count as 
T-valid, for there would then be a correct formalization of it in first
order logic with identity that is I-valid. This looks like an intuitively 
acceptable result; however, under the syntactic interpretation of the 
fOL'maLty criterion, ilie most natural answer is negative. 

We conclude this from the main tenets of the syntactic interpre
tation, which are as FolJows. We assume the notion of a syntactic feature 
of the expressions of a given language 1. An important syntactic 
feature of this kind is being a grammatical sentence of L; other syntactic 
features include all properties of expressions on which the gramma
ticaJity of L's sentences might depend. Among them, the features 
identifying L's JexicaJ units, and the sort of order relations between 
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units and phrases usually represented by means of labelled trees. Now, ' . 
it is a syntactic feature of (5) that ir includes expressions of [he same 
type at two different syntactic positions in the semence's structure. 
In that respect, it differs from (6): 

(6) a = b 

(6), on the other hand, would COW1t as a correct formalization of, 
say, (7) below, which is nor i-valid, and (correctly) is not counted as 
T-valid either, because a correct formalization like (6) is not T-valid, ' 
and there does not appear to exist any alternative correct T-valid one: 
(7) 9 equals Y. 

To avoid potential confusions we will emphasize at this point 
that it is logical validity in the strictest sense (i.e., as Tarski says,/ormal . 
validity) that we are discussing here. It is not what we may call analy- . 
tical validity, logical validiry in an extended sense - the sense in wbich 
"Brutus killed Caesar, therefore Caesar died" is logically valid. Frege 
and others, including the author of tbe Tractatus, thougbt that this ' 
can be explained in terms of logical validity in the narrow sense, plus 
definitions; Frege also tbought, famously, that (7) is logically valid in 
this extended sense. We nowadays have good reasons to reject' both 
claims, that analytical validity can be reduced to logical validity plus 
definitions in the way Frege thought, and [hal (7) is analytically valid 
in tbat sense. Be that as it may, the important pOlnt for present 
purposes is that (7) is not logically valid in the sense we are trying to 
characterize. 

Going back to the status of (4) given the syntactic conception of 
form, prima facie at least, (6) appears to provide its correct formali
zation; because the symacticaJJy relevant features of (4) are those that 
it shares with (7), namely, it features expressions of different types 
occu pying the subject -and object -positions of the verb" equals". Th us, 
according to the syntactic interpretation, (4) does not share logical 
form with t.he arguments correctly formalized by (5), and Lherefore 
should nor count as 10gicaJJy valid in that regard. 

Things are different from tbe semantic viewpoint. The semantic 
poiut of view does not focus primarily on mere syntactic matters, but 
on certain features of meaning - and on syntactic matters only to the 
extent that they convey those features. I will use the term-oF-art "pro-
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· position" for the logically relevant aspects of the meanings of n-lan
guages sentences. Ideally, I shOLJd put as little as possible of a phi
losophically controversial nature on what I take propositions to be, 
given that for the sake of space and focus we will not be able to 
justify controversial claims here. However, a presentation of the se
mantic viewpoint sufficiently abstract to be ideally noncommittal 
)VoLJd be difficult to follow. Thus, I will present the semantic view of 
form assuming dogmatically any required controversial semantic views 
that I believe correct. There are alternative but equalJy semantic 

· conceptions of form. I rely on a particular one to malte intelligible 
my main claim, namely, thar only a semantic conception of form, as 
opposed to a purely syntactic one, should figure in a criterion of 
adequacy for explications of 10gicaJ validity. 

I take propositions to be structured, their structures correspond
ing to the way in which the meanings of n-languages sentences ar.e 
compositionally determined. This allows us to speak of the consti
tuents of a given proposition. Some of those constituents are (maxi-

· malJy) topic-neutral; these are Frege's logical objects, the meanings of 
the logical expressions. There are different attempts a[ clarifying and 
making precise the vague notion of topic-neutrality. Some are of lIttle 
use. Thus, Sainsbury (1991,313) says: "the logical constants are topic-

· neutral: they can be distinguished by the [act that they introduce no 
special subject-matter. Thus 'if' and 'some' are intuitively not 'about' 
anything at all, whereas a name like 'Ronald Reagan' is about Reagan, 
and 'happy' is about 'happiness"'. As far as I can see, bowev:f, as 
much as "Reagan" is about Reagan and "happiness" about happll1ess, 
"if" is about the material conditional relation between certain semantic 
features of sentences, their truth-values; and "some" is about the bi
nary relation obtaining between classes with a non-empty intersection. 

Other attempts are more successful, among them Tarslci's (l966) 
own in terms of insensitivity to permutations of the domain, or a 

. related one developed by Sher (1991). it is assumed for these accounts 
that n-arguments concern specific domains of objects. A permutation 
Ion a given domain induces a relation in the class of potential semantic 
values of the expressions in a given n-argument; if the semantic value 
of a referential expression is an object 0, its related value will be/(a), 
if it is a subclass of the domain it will be [he class incJudingfia) for 
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any a in the orig~al class, and so on. Consider now the proposition p , 
expres~e.d by a ?lVen sentence S; if we take instead S to express a 
PropOSitIOn obtamed by substituting [or the extensions of some of the 
constituents of p their images in the induced relation it is clear that in 
some cases S's truth-value might change. Topic-ne~tral constituents 
are those for which this would not be the case. 

I share with Hanson (1.;97, 390-3~5) some misgivings concerning 
t?e ~ull a~equacy of Tarsla sand Sher s accounts. The main problem 
li~~ ill t~elf purely. e~tensiona! character, which makes their compati
bility With :he ~prlonty of logIcal validity problematic4. Tbis problem 
would vamsh If we completed this view with what I take to be the 
c.orrect. view about our understanding of the logical expressions • 
(mcludmg not only the usual first-order "logical constants", but 
also the ones we will be discussing soon). I t is a view that has been 
elaborated and defended by Hacking (1979) and Peacocke (1987), 
amo~g ot~ers. As the latter writer puts it, understanding logical ex
pre~slOns lS"a.matter of finding "primitively compelling in virtue of 
~he1f form Lnferences acceptably formalized by ruJes like the 
illtroduction. an~ elimination rules in certain natural deduction sy
sten~s. T~le View IS not, of course, that any kind of psychological com
pulSI~~ like the one d~scribed can be taken to constitute a possession
condltlOn for a genume logical notion. Such a claim would fail for 
r~asons. that Prior (J ~60) convincingly deployed against previous ver
SlO~S With a co~ventlOnalist slant of this sort of view. Only rules for 
wblch a sem~tlc~ ca~l be provided that would make them genuinely 
truth-preservmg ill VIrtue of their form are acceptable. Different se
mantics to t.his effect can be ascribed to the logical expressions, but 
I a~ assUllllng here that the correct one assigns to them the sort of 
toplC-ne~tral denotation ~at their cOLlDterparts in first-order logic bave. 

Toplc-neutral constItuents are propositional constituents and 
thus meanings that, like others, can be signified by means of different 
expressive resources. Under the semantic view of logical form, this is 
what (5) and (4) illustrate. The topic-neutral constituent at stake is 

_. Although [agree wirh Sher's views on most poinrs in rhese issues I find her reply 
to thIS kind of criricism unsarisfactory. See Sher 200 I, 256. ' 
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the relation such that a given constituent in a structured proposition 
is the same as another. This topic-neutral propositional constituent 
is expressed in (5) by using expressions of the same type in two 
di£ferent syntactical positions. In (4) it is not signified by this expressive 
resource, but by another common in n-languages, although lacking 
in l-languages; namely, by using an anaphoric expression in a given 
syntactical relation to another, its an tecedent5. For purposes offorma
ilzation, under this semantic interpretation of the task, this difference 
in expressive resources is irrelevant. What matters is the semantic com
monality, namely, that the signified topic-neutral constituent is the same. 

These are then, relative to our first example, the two views of for
malization and identity in logical form. According to the syntactic con

'. ception, a correct formalization captures purely syntactic features of the 
.. formalized n-arguments, and arguments share the logical form captmed 

by a given formalization to the extent that they share the relevant 
syntactical traits. In the semantic conception, a correct formalization 

" represents primarily topic-neutral propositional constituents; it represents 
syntactic features only to the extent that they signify those constituents. 
fuglU11ents share logical form if they share those semantic features. 

There is an obvious objection to the defence of the semantic view 
implicit in what has been said so far. Let us go back to the example. 
There are differences in synLactic features between (4) and (7). In view 
of this, the defender of the syntactic conception might propose to 
count (5) as, after ali, the proper formalization of (4), at first sight 
without abandoning bis main tenets. He might say that the placing of 
a reflexive pronoun in a certain syntactic relation relative to a name 
should be formalized exactly as the placing of same-type names in 
that relation. This is still a purely syntactic way of classifying forms, 
which does not mention alleged semantic facts concerning topic-neutral 
propositional constituents. 

This objection is weli taken, but it will be more convenient to 
address it after discllssing a second example in the next section. At 

5 I have discussed rhe formalization of sentences like (4) in Garcia - Carpimero 
J998, in connection witb Kaplan's argumel1l rhal roken-reflexive accoums of indexicals 
violate tbe fonnaliry of logic. 
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thi~ point, an,d withou~ in ~ny way intending to suggest that this pro, 
periy deals wIth the Ob]ectlOn, let me just make it clear that the exam, 
p~e has , been chosen because it is sufficiently vivid to introduce the 
dlscusslOn of the point [ wa,nl t,o make, but can be unduly misleading 
?n matters ~elated to the O?JectlOl1. What is misleading in the example 
IS the electlO!: of ,a re~e~lVe pronoun as oLir anaphoric expression. 
!,here"a,re strJct,lingUlstlc constraints requiring that reflexives like 

Itself 111 (4) be ll1terpreted as anaphoric relative to "9" Ho ' ' . 
d h' . weve!, Ln 

or er to present l e semantic conception of 10gicaJ form we could 
have chosen other examples. Consider, for instance, (8): 

(8) If 9 equals Y, then it is not a prime number. 

There is no linguistic requirement that "I't" ill' (8) b . t d 
I . . e ill erprete 

as an~p 10nc With respect to "9".lr is rather a pragmatic matter whe, 
the,!', ill a, gIVen utterance, il shoLud be understood that way, or rather 
~s leferr1l1g t.o other, contextualJy specified object. Still, if the former 
IS the ,case, gIVen the ~emantic conception of logical form there is no 
questIOn but that (9) IS a correct first'order formalization of (8): 

(9) a = b -j --, P(a) 

. Th~ reason is that in the semantic conception, what we formalize 
IS a topIc-neutral co~stjtuent of what is understood, independently 
of the. means (synta~uc, pl'agmatic or whatever) via which that under
stand~g Occurs. S~ill, as. r said this does not properly address the 
obJe~tlO,n} becaus~ Its mam point is still in order: it does not seems to 
contradlCt the ma~n t~nets of the syn tactic conception to take (9) as 
the prop.er f~rmalizatlOn of (8), when the pronoun is understood as 
a~aphonc WIth respect to "9"; for the two occurrences of "a" in (9) 

still ~orrespon? to a s,Yntactic trait of (8), the occurrence of "it" in a 
certam syntactlc relatlOnshi p with respect to the occurrence of "9", 

4. Second Example: Neutral Relations 

10 a rece~t paper, Kit Fine (2000) convincingly questions a com
mon assumption aboLlt the ontology of relations; his views will serve 
to set the stag,e for the second example. The issue that Fine raises 
concerns relatIOns of any number of argumen ts, but for the sake of 
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~implicity I will consider only binary relations. The common assum
, 'ption questioned by Fine is that relations hold of objects in specific 
. orders. Under this conception, for every relation there is another one, 

. itS converse, wh.ich at least in the case of non-symmetric relations is 
distinct. This, however, is ontologically dubious . For consider true 
propositions about two blocks, a and b, involving a relation and its 

. non-symmetrical converse, that a is on top a/band that b is beneath a, 
Because the truth,conditions they codify are satisfied, there are 
corresponding truth-makers in the actual world, state of affairs SI and 
state of affairs st Now, ontological good sense appears to dictate that 
81 = S2' However, under the assumption that relations hold of objects 
in a given order we are forced to reject this; at least if we also maintain, 
as seems reasonable, that the same state of affairs cannot result from 
(as it were) saturating two distinct relations with the same objects. 
" To concur with ontological good sense, a different conception of 
relations as unbiased is required, according to which it is not the case 
that relations bold of objects in specific orders; this wOLJd allow for 
"x being on top of y" and "x being beneath y" (in general, an ex-

. pression for a relation and another for its converse, symmetricaJ or 
non-symmetrical) to signify the same unbiased relation. Under sllch 
a view, we still must of course be able to distinguish the propositions 
expressed by, say, "a is on top of b" and "b is on top of a". The view 

. that I favour (which differs from the one Fine himself in the end 
subscribes, as will transpire later) holds that, when relations are 

.' signified (at least when non-symmetrical relations are signified) we 
also signify different kinds of positions or roLes that objects might 
play in order to saturate them; the latter are, I guess, a reification of 
the" thematic roles" discussed by linguists. Thus, we contend that 
.both "x being on lOp of y" and "x being benealh y" signify the same 
unbiased relation, vertical pLacement, a relation that comes with two 
roles, top and bottom. We also contend that, in signifying a proposition 
involving this relation, some means of expression is adopted so as to 
indicate which object plays which role. In English, being the subject 
of "is on top of" signifies the role top, while being the argument of 

6 Concerning truth-makers, see Mulligan el aI" 1984 and Armstrong L 997 . 
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~ebPrep~s!;!on "of" signifies the role bottom; the opposite is true of .• 
lS eneaUl . 

~er thus setting the stage, let us look at the second example. 
Th~re lS a das~ of natu~alla:lguages known as ergative languages, of 
,:,hlch Ba.sque lS o~e. Lll1gw.sts oppose them to accusative languages 
ill<:e ~nglish, S~al11sh or LatIn7

. Consider NP-subjects of a transitive 
verb ill accusatIve languages, Like "the woman" in a sentence ill<:e (LO): 

( 10) Tbe woman saw the man. 

. Th?~e NP share .cert,~in syntactic features with the NP-subjects of 
u:tr~s1t:ve verbs, Like the woman" in "the woman came", which 
distlOgU1~h them from NP-objects like "the man" III sentences lllie 
(~O). For Instance, t1~ey a.gree with the verb, and they share morpholo
glCal features: nommatlVe case, in Latin, as opposed to accusative 
case for Lhe NP-object; in English, the fact that, if those NPs are repla- . 
ced by pronouns, it is forms like "he"/"she", as opposed to "hinl"/"ber" 
for the NP-obJect, that take their place. Let us use" nominative case" 
f~r the full r~ge of t.hose. syntactic features. Now, according to the 
VIew on re~atIons outlin~d ill the previous paragraph, some expressive 
reso:lrces ill sen~e.nces like (10) s~oLlld indicate wbich objects occupy 
the televanr posltlons or thematIc roles of the relation. In accusative 
languages, the nominative case signifies that the object denoted by 
~be NP plays paradigm thematic roles such as the experiencing agent 
ill th~ p~e.sent.example (10); while (what we might calJ) accusative 
case sIgnifIes dIfferent paradigm thematic roles such as theme 

. In.erg~tive lan?uages, o~ the other hand, matters are synta~tjcajjy 
very differ ent. As ill accusatIve languages, one of the NP in transitive 
sentences shares some syntactic features with the NP in intransitive 
s~nt~~ces; but what that NP signifies does not play the thematic role 
sIgl11fIed by the subject.of sentences lli<:e (10) in accusative languages, 
but rather the thematIc role signified by the NP-object in those 
sentences; these NPs are in a case known as "absolutive". The other 
NP in translations of transitive sentences like (10) is in a case known 
as "ergative"; it is NPs in this case that signify that the objects they 

7 J owe very helpful information and discussion to [tziar Laka. 
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denote play thematic roles such as that of the experiencing agent in 
the previous example. (lJ) illustrates the point: 

(11) Emakume-a-k gizon-a ikusi zuen 
woman-the-erg man-the saw (v + aux). 

(12) Emakume-a ibili zen 
woman-the walked (v + aux) . 

Consider then a transitive sentence ill(e (10) in an accusative language, 
and a synonymous one in an ergative language like (11)8. Should we 
formalize both of them by means of, say, the first-order formula (12)? 

. (12) R(a, b). 

Given the seman tic conception of logical form and formalization, 
~be answer is unproblematically positive. What matters from the se
mantic point of view is the representation of topic-neutral constituen
ts of propositions. In accusative languages, the nominative case of an 
NP in a transitive sentence like (10) signifies a topic-neutral constituent, 
namely, that the object denoted by the NP plays one of a certain set of 
salient thematic roles: agent, experiencing agent etc (the particular 
. tbematic role is selected by the specific transitive verb in the sentence). 
In ergative languages, this same topic-neutral prepositional consti-
tuent is signified instead by the ergative case. Such a set of syntactic 
features is not present in accusative languages, but from the semantic 
viewpoint this is neither here nor there for purposes of formalization. 

. Conventionally, the topic-neutral meaning signified in English by 
nominative case is signified in first -order logic by placing a given 

_. constant in the first position when signifying that a binary relation 
holds among two objects, and that signified by the accusative case by 
placing the constant in second position. Hence, (12) is an adequate 
formalization both of (10) and (11), with "a" standing for the woman 
and "b" for the man. 

It is at least not immediately clear that we can get the same result 
in the syntactic conception; for, as we have seen , from a strictly speak
Lng syntactic point of view there are no obvious correspondences bet-

8 For further examples and discussion, see Laka 1996 and 2002. 
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,:,een .transiti~e sentences and accusative languages and their transla- , 
Hons 111 ergatlve languages. 

5. The Argument Jar the Semantic Conception 0/ Logical Form 

Thi~ c?nc!udes the initial presentation, by means of the examples,,' 
of the.dlStl11~tIon between .the,syntactic and the semantic conception ' 
Of,toglca.l form and formalizatlOn. We can now take up the objection 
raIsed a~ the end of the third section. The defender of the syntactic 
cO,nceptlOn appears to be able to disregard the simplistic formalizatiOJ~ 
CrIterIa .thar we have saddled on him in discussing the preceding exa- ' 
mples,. LD favour of more .complex but still purely syntactic criteria 
th.at ,will produce the de~lred results. In doing so, he cOLJd say, he 
will ll1 ,no .way be departll1g from the goals for which we resort to 
formalizanon. When formalizing, we create a model as scientists do ' 
when they characteri~e "fri~tionless worlds"; we abstract away from 
~hat.we take to be distractll1g features of real-life situations so as to 
highlight those tha: according to the theories at stake are explanatorily 
re!evan~. Thus, for ll1~tance, I-languages have a single negation operator 
Wlth a slillple syntax,.LD contrast to the appaJling syntactic complication 
of n-language ~egatlO? The tw? relatively simple devices proper of 
l-language~ consldered LD the pre~ous ex~mples (respectively, the placing 
of e~presslOns of the same type LD certam syntactic positions, and the 
~la~111g o~ con~tants in a given order) have analogous functions: they 
leplesent ll1 a s1111ple way much more compJjcated linguistic resources 
but wh~r they represent are still purely syntactic features. ' 

This reply is welJ taken, as far as it goes; it does not go far enough, 
as we are a.bout to see, but it helps us to make clear what the real disa
greement lS ~etween the syntactic and the semantic conception of 
form. SemantIcs supervenes on syntax; differences in semantic features 
between expressions require differences in the medium through which 
~1ey are e~pressed. (It may be thought that context-dependent expres
SlO11S falsify this., but t?ey do not; context-dependency only shows 
that the expreSSIOns Wlth the relevant semantic features are not just 
the types, but the types taken together with contextual factors perhaps 
the tokens instantiating them). Therefore, the reply we have illustrated 
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; relative to our two examples wiJJ always be available to the defender 
. -of a syntactic view of form. 

The real issue confronting the syntactic and semantic conceptions 
is one of explanatory adequacy. According to the semantic conception, 
the explanation of formalization provided by his opponent is correct, 
but it is not final. There still remains a meaningful question: why are 

, all those syntactically variegated resources classified together, as 
instances of one and the same logical form? For the defender of the 

, syntactic conception, this is not a legitimate question: the classification 
(' is explanatorily final. For the defender of the semantic view, it is le
'gltimate, and the answer, of course, is that the variegated resources 

I' have in common that they are resources for the signification of com
mon semantic features. The argument in favour of the semantic view 

' is that it is explanatorily more satisfactory: the question it raises is 
.. 'legitimate, and the answer it suggests illuminating9. 

'. Let us see why this is so. For present purposes, n-arguments are 
" a type of speech act; we do not need co worry about their mentaJ 

- tow1terparts to make the point, although the point would stand if 
. we did so. Like other speech acts, inferences are governed by norms. 

Thus, aiming at truth is undoubtedly involved in the specific norm 
governing assertion, even if the specific norm is, say, conveying know-

" : , ledgeJo. By the same token, aiming at truth-preservation is involved 
in the specific norm governing inference in general, logical, analytical, 
inductive, common-sensical or whatever. The formality criterion for 
tbe intuitive adequacy of explications of logical validity states that, if 

, an argument is 10gicalJy valid, any argument with the same Form is 
truth preserving. The semantic conception of form provides an ex
planation of why this is so. We have not given a detailed explanation, 
but we have said enough to see that one is forthcoming. Arguments 
sharing logical form are truth preserving because to share logical form 
is to share propositional consti tuents, the sort of features that deter-

9 As van Fraassen 1980,23 -40 makes cleal; demands for explanation are not aJways 
justified. My poi11l againsl the Quinean is thaI' they are justified in [his case, for reasons to 
be given, I thank Mauricio Suarez for raising this issue, 

10 See Williamson [996, 
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mine the truth conditions of sentences and the conditions for the 
preservation of truth from premises to conclusion. 

On ~he other hand, tbe refusal to countenance the request for ' 
explan~tJon that ultimately characterizes the syntactic conception J~ . 
not satIsfactory. Semantics supervenes on syntax, but syntax is in. 
dependent or autonomous from semantics. The accounts of tbe au:. 
tonomy of syntax are usually confused, as a result of which it has: 
been questioned on the basis of inadequate considerations. Properly 
unde~stood, the auton~my of syntax is not challenged by the poin't 
that, 10 general, syntactIC features serve semantic functions. For the ' 
autonon:y of syntax lies in the fact that many specijicsyntactic features 
tha~ are involved in determining which sentences are well formed in 
a gJVen language ~annot be explained by ascribing them semantic 
functlOns. Two leXIcal units of different types might perform the same 
semantic function ~ two differem languages; if we replace One by the ' 
other ill a .grammatical sentence, however, grammaticality is lost. The . 
same applies to more interesting syntactical devices, The combination ' 
of e,rgatI~e and absolutive case in a translation of ([0) into Basque is a 
~eV1ce Wlth the same semantic function as the combination of nomina. 
tIve an~ accusative case in (10); but the attempt to use the first device in 
accusatIve languages will ~ve rise to ungrammaticality, The autonomy ' 
o~ ~ynt~x ~onslst then 10 tbat many specific syntactic features 
dlstillgwshmg ,a particular language are semantically Lmmotiva ted; 
specifI~ syn~actlc featmes migbt well lack any semantic function at all. f' 

ThIS bemg so, a proposal which identifies logical forms in terms 
?f classes of specific syntactic features cannot be the last word when 
It ~~mes to invoking such a notion of form in a criterion for the in- ' 
tllltlve adequacy of explications of logical validity, Tbe reason is that, • . 
so ~ar, the proposal lacks an account of why arguments that share 
logIcal form preserve truth; but such an account is needed because , 
the,re is no direc~ entailment of semantic features like trutb-preser
vatlon by synractlcal features. This is, in summary, the argument for 
the semantic conception of form II , 

II In using a merely syntactic co?cepcion of form, the Quinean reminds LIS of Quines 
1986 weU·known subsllrutlonal definition of logical validiry; as I indicated cadicl; this is 
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. I have defended a semantic interpretation of the formality crite
,rion, Does T-validity satisfy it? A salient feature ofT-validity is a distinc
,tion between expressions with fixed meanings, and expr~ssion~ w~ose 
>meanings differ from model to model, By means of ~s dis~Ctlon, 
..T-validity captures the formality criterion, the,way I l:ave clauned It ~ho~d 
be understood. In other words, the expreSSIOns Wlth fixed meanmgs ill 

. ~be [·languages used for specific applications of the model-theor~t~c 
'account capture, in the streamlined way proper of an abstract saentif~c 
'f!lOdel, the topic-neutral meanings in which we are ~teres:ed: ~at IS 
the' relevance of this for the satisfaction of the modality mtenon, 

' . As we saw Tarski (1936) seems co suggest in a text quoted earlier 
that the satisfa'ction of the fOln1ality criterion suffices also for the sati
J)faction of the modality criterion: "since we are concerned here with 
the concept of logical, i,e. format, consequence, and thus Wlth a re

> · l.ation which is to be uniquely determined by the fo[~ of the sen:ences 
. . between which it holds, this relation cannot be mfluenced ill any 

way by empirical knowledge" , Tarski also assumes here that the mo
dality that matters when i·validity is at stake has an eplsten~c ~ha,racter, 
Although T cannot develop the point beTe, I thi~ that thiS lDslght of 
Turski's is correct, and that following it we can dispose of Etchemen
dy's criricisms l2 , In a nutshell, the sugg~s,tion is that i-validity ~s to be 
· explicated as a particular case of analytiCity, In gene~al, a~alyt!c truth 
, (or truth-preservation) is truth (or truth-preserv~tlOl1) ,111 virtue of 
the meanings of some terms, and i-validit~ in partlc~ar 1~ trurh-~r~
servation in virtue of topic-neutral meanmgs, The 111 VIrtue of :n 

. the above claim is primarily ontological; it is the claim tbat analytiC 
truths are constitutively determined by meaningsU , But it has also an 
~pistemic dimension; to the extent that analytic truths can be known, 

the rationale behind my label for him, Correspondingly, the son.of objection Il~ve! against 
· the Quinean in the main text is reminiscenr of analogous obJecuons to Qwnes Views, 
made by Etchemendy [990, 164·165, n, 13 , 167, n, 6, among others,.« " 

· 12 So far, 1 have developed the point only in R SpanIsh pubhcanoo, La ndecuaclOn 
del 3nal.isis modelista de consecllencia 16gica", Agora, 2001. . . . 

I) Boghossian 1997 questions the velY intelligibility of the, analyocal explicauon of 
apriority, W1derstood in ootological terms (as opposed to merely eplstemologlcal terms), ! do 
not dUnk his argumenrs are compelling, for reasons I ~evelop In a s~ far W1published pap:" 
co·audlOred with my colleague Manuel Perez· Otero, The Convenuonal and the Analync . 
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they can be known as a resLJt of knowing the meanings of certain t. . l' 
and are therefore a priori. elms" . 

6. Are there Primitive Logical Objects? 

I will conclu~e by discussing a different line of repJy to the above 
argument ~at wnters sympathetic to the Quinean viewpoint may yet 
pursue .. ThIS refor.med Quinean line would grant Our request for a 
~mantJc e~planatlo~ of adequate formalization, and allow that one 

ong the Imes prevIOusly outlined should be provided. II will be· 
suggested, b?wever, that t~e topic-neutral propositional constituents 
appealed to ill the semantlc conception are not "deep" "b . 
. "Th b ,or su stan-

bve . . ey are ut s~adow~, "response-dependent" pmjections of 
t~e.vanegat~d syntactlc devIces signifying them, perhaps a form of 
flctl~~al entity. ~t the very leas~, U1ey differ in a cruciaJ respect from 
pa~a ~gm m~a?IDgs of non-logIcal expressions. While the latter are 
~b}ectlve ~ntltles, whose natures are independent of the repl'eSenta
tIonaJ ~e~lces that signify them, the former are not. 

ThIS lS h?w I propose to interpret the Tractarian Grttndgedanke 
The cO~lceptIOn o~ 10gicaJ validity defended in the Tractattts is clearJ~ 
s~mantlc, non-QUlnean to that exte~l~: "If all the truth-grounds that 
a e common to a n.umber of proposltlons are at the same time truth
ground.s .of a certall1 Proposition, then we say that the truth of that 
propOSItIOn follows from the truth of the others" (5 J t) Tl . 

d J h '. . '. lere IS a 
mo e -t ~oretIc V1ew of so~ts implicit bere. The Tractattts appreciates 
the capa~lty of languages W(e those devised by Frege and RusselJ to 
mak~ lOgIcal form perspicuous (3.325), but insists that logical relations 
?btall1 onl~ am.ong sentences of interpreted languages (6.124). An 
Interpret~tIOn IS caJJed in. t~e Tractattls an "application of logic" 
(5.557), g~ven ili:ough empltlcal experience by meaning-assignments 
~,o the 1~~lcalunlts constituting elementary sentences, the Tractarian 
~ames ,,(5.55). An application of logic thus determines the" truth

~I~~ds for. classes of sentences mentioned in the Tractarian de
frl1ltl.on of 10gl~aJ validity just quoted (5.11), the set of possible worlds 
relative to whIch all sentences in the class are true. Logical validity 
tbus presupposes an application or other, although it is independent 
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of any particular applicacion; in this sense, logical validity connects 
with experience (5.552). 
; Thus, given the Tractarian view of logical form, if an argument is 

'logically valid, the conclusion is true in all possible worlds in which 
the premises are; but the same obtains also relative to the different 

. classes of possible worlds that wouJ.d be determined by different 
_ applications of logic, i.e., different interpretations of the lexical units. 

I Adapting an idea of David Lewis (1979), we could consider "centered 
. ~, possible worlds" instead of plain possible worlds, taking. t~e names 
.. as a substitute for a subject to constitute the centre. (ThIS 1S not far 

. away from the Tractarian viewpoint either; a Tractarian subject is 
after all a class of interpreted names, 5.5421). For any possible world, 
we coul.d consider different ways of assigning objects in that world 
to the names; each way would constitute a centered possible world. 
Hence, the Tractarian view is that the conclusion of a logically valid 
argLill1ent is true relative to aU centered possible worlds in which all 
its premises are true. In my view, this is also what T-validity comes to; 
tIlls is why both views satisfy the modality criterion 14. 

. The Tractarian view of logical form is therefore clearly semantic, 
like the one 1 have been defending here, and this is shown in that it 
has the proper modal impllcations. When Wittgenstein says in stating 
his Grttndgedanke that the logical constants are not representatives, 
be is not saying that they are mere syntactic devices with no meaning 
at all or that identity of logical rorm should simply be understood as 
identity in abstract syntactic features. Logical expressions, including 
the less obvious ones that served for our two previous examples 
- those expressing anaphoric relations and positions of objects stand
ing in neutral relations - signify formal properties and relations (4.122), 
and hence are formal concepts (4.126). What is then the thought 
behind the claim that they are not representatives, that formal objects 
cannot be proper propositional constituents? 

My answer to this was suggested above. The satisfaction of formal 
... properties and relations is a necessary fact known a priori (4.123). 

14 r develop this point in "Modality and LogicaJ Consequence", a companion piece 
to this paper. and in the Spanish publication mentioned in the last footnote but one. 
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~~:o~:.c~~tt~:t~r;!t::it:n a~~~~z~:r this on t~e basis of the Picture 
considered . . ogy, the dIfferent ways that we 

10 our two preVIous exam 1 "f ' 
anaphoric relations and posit' ' p es to Slgl1l y, respectIvely" 
signs thar share the same symb~n~S 3~) ~utraJbr~l~tions are different; 
an abstract feature shared b ' ' ,sym 0 IS a Formal property, . 
languages with otherml'se dY,;xpressJOn, beJonging 10 different ' 

w very luerent speciEi ' C 
by their meanings 0,344), One can tb ' csynractlCleat~resand , 
formal properties are satisfied d' us 111, general recogl1lze that 
logical validity obtam' "f th ' an b 1I

1
1
al
PartJculal' that relations of 

, rom e sym 0 0 " (6 I 13) N . 
given the obvious inadequacies of the Pi~tUJ:eTh ' ,evertheless, 
to care here about l'tS q alit' L eory, we do not need· , u les as an exp 'c ' W _I 
keep 111 mind what Wingenstein tried t auon, e Olll~ need to 
the aprio rity and necessity of ( ) t aCCOLll1t by ~eans of It, namely, 

According to th ' some acts concernmg formal objects 
e ll1terpretatlOn I prop h --r. • 

that the formal entl't ' kn 'kn' ose, t e lfactatus concludes les own m owmg " tl f ., 
non-existence is inconceivable have a diff . a pnon l~se acts whose . 
the names' referents, I invoked bef. tent o~tOJOglCal status than 
kers, deriving from ilie Tract t 15 L 01 e t le, termmology of truth-ma- ". 
in that true utterances are ~~~e 't ill1tuage Ishfundamentally referential 
language-independent objects Th ru~ y l~t -make:s, constiruted by 
would then be that formal en' t 't,e pomt 0 e Tractanan Grundgedanke 

, J Ies are nOL real ' ( 
makers' and this ont%gJ' al . , constituents 0 truth-

, ' c pomt IS supported 'th' l' conSIderations - that we k ' ' f WI eplstemo ogJcal 
not obtaining is inconceiva~I~~vtl~a~~b~fJ acts about th~I,n; that their ' 
mtentional act whose bem' t '1 f yare presupposJtJons of every 

, g a (en or granted ' I ' 
out; that they are to that extent neces' IS s J~w,n In carrying it 
the Tractarian claim that logi ' sal~ Under thIS Interpretation, 

K( abntian, as thhis is,usualJy undce~:~~~~~cae: o~~~r~g(~~~y) ~~~JI,do be tlr~y 
a out say t e mmd d d h us calm 

from e~ist;mologica; c~~~~ ent ,c aracter of ~pace and time) derived 
of space and rime for intenti~~~;~~~s~oncernlUg the indispensabUity 

Be what it may of th" " ' 
danke a si111ila ' ' IS m tel pI etatlOn of the Tractarian Gnmdge-

, 1 VIew appears to be taken by Fine (2000) I 'd j' , sal ear Ie!' 

I) See Mulligan el ai" 1984. 
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that he rejects the "positionalist" account (as he labels it) of the on
tology of relations that I assumed, One of the two reasons that he pro

' yides is that tbe account does not work For constitutively symmetrical 
relations (being adjacent to); for if different positions were also signified 
.in this case, it wOLud not be necessary that they apply to <a, b> if and 
only if they apply to <b, a>, This criticism is not compelling; for the 
positionalist could say that these are relations constitutively without 

: (differential) thematic roles. it is not a strict (formal) logical truth 
: .' that if a is adjacent to b, then b is adjacent to a, but it does not need 

to be; it is enough that it is an analytic truth, The objection to posi
tionalism that matters most to Fine is an ontological one, reminiscent 

, I think of the worry that sustains the view I have ascribed to Wittgen
stein: "there is nothing objectionable about reference to argument
places as SLlch .. ' But we are strongly inclined to think that there 
should be an account of the identity of argument-places in other terms 

, ~nd that there should be an account of the relational facts, of the 
, pattern of exemplification, in which all reference to argument-places 
' is eschewed" (Fine, a cit, 16). 
, Fine develops an alternative" antipositionalist" account of the 

topic-neutral thematic roles, Given the ontological worry that moti
vates it, Fine's proposal appears to be a particular case, for the specific 
logical objects posited by tbe positionalist account, of the one 1 have 
suggested for the general case on behalf of the reformed Quinean, 

. The aim is to provide a non-substantive reductive expUcation of the
matic roles in ontologically parsinlonious terms, Given that Fine wants 
relations LO be unbiased, he cannoL simply take away the thematic 
roles, or positions, because then his account would disastrously fail 
to distinguish between the truth-makers of, say, "a is on top of b" 

. and "b is on top of a", He appeals instead to different "manners" 
that a given un biased relation can be "saturated" or "completed", so 
as to give rise to a relational fact. The difference between the truth
makers for "a is on top of b" and "b is on top of a" lies in that the 
very same relation is completed in different manners, "Since co-man
nered completion is an equivalence relation, it will give rise to corre
sponding abstracts, the manners of com pletion [ .. .J The resulting 
antipositionalist view is, of course, committed to manners of comple
tion, But the ontology is not objectionable in the way that the ontology 
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of the positionalist was, For he wa bl' ' , 
objects, of which no explanat' ~ 0 ~ed to treat POSitIOns as baste-
but the antipositionalist can ;r:~:1 In ot er terms cou!d be given [ .. ,]. 
objects, as the products of abst' m~nn~r(sF~f completIon as derivatiye 

Th ' ractIOn me 2000 23 4) 
e ObVIOUS objection is that so f th" ,-, ;; 

the pOsitionalist view' [or th '" arali" IS ,IS not an alternative [0 

I ' , I' e POSltlon st wUJ l' h 
auonal complexes result f 1 ' exp am t at two l'et , rom comp etmg , el' , 

pall'S of obJ'ects in the s if a gIVen r arIon Wlth twQ 
, ame manner and nl if th d ' 
Jects occupy the same positions For th'e ,

0 ~,' ~ eSlgnated ob 
deflationary view to be a real alt' , ~nthlPOSltlOnalist, ontologicaUy 

, ernatIVe It s ould b th k .1 " 
co-mannered completion as rimit" ? ta e we relation 
ontologically deflationar ThP lve, and establish that this is still " 

y, e prospects of thi ' 
doubthu, Fine concurs' "I ag h s prOject appear l'ather 
th ,ree t at co-mannered I" 

e sort of notion that should b k ' comptetton [S not · 
that we should define il [ ] ,e ta en as fa Phrm-utj~e, But [...J I suggest ' 
F .. , m terms 0 t e nOllo f b' , 

or to say that 5 is a completiol f 'l' b n 0 Sli StltutlOn; , 
loa Ie atlon R y a a ' tb 

same ~anner tbat t is a completion of R b b I' ,s' ':" am' me , 
that 5 IS a completion of R by a h y I' bs' .. " bltJ IS sImply to say 
substituting a a [bi' a,., .. " alii t a~ resLuts from sirnLutaneousJy 

I' , .. " a LOr b b m t ( d ' 
25-26), Howeve;' I d;rlnot thin{;h' 11/, an VIce versa)" (ibid,, " 
substantive way for the ontologicalJ a~ t~lS ,advanc~s matters in any :' 
the positionalist will not disagree w!rh ~inat:onary ~[e,:, Once again, 
but he has a structural explanation t ,,~ s substlt~llonaJ account; ', 
obtained by substitution from h o~ [to t a,t a relatIOnal fact can be 
the two facts share structural fe:~ot er an~ Vice ver,sa consists in that ' , 
together with given positions F ur~ to Wit, a c~rtam neutral relation . 
to be a real alternative it h ~d or e ontologIcal deflationary view 
primitive, and establish t~a~ this ~sn~~~10r~~oth ~alc~ substitution as 
deflationary stance, Once again I pall e with ItS ontologicaJJy ~ 

More in general ] fm' d F' ; C~ot, s,ee a~y reason to grant this, 
th ,me s antlpOSltlOnali fl d [ 

at can be stated in theIoJJo ' Th sm awe lor reasons 
objects _ argument-places o~g wa~, e positionalist posits logical 
truth-malcers of some relational t:,matlc roles - ,as c?~stitu,ents of the 
that this is acceptable to th urhs, [he antlposltlonallst suggests 
objects in a way ren-u~iscenteo~x~ent t at ~e ,think of t~10se logical 
~eived of vis-a-vis primary proper~i:s S;[1 a~ Plropertles are con
Jective mind-and 1 ' ,1 e e atter are fuLJy ob-

, anguage-mdependent constituents of the actual 
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,odd whose independent existence we must assume if we want to 
provide a sensible account of thought and language, the former are 
nbt, Now, we should nor have any objection to secondary properties. 

'. ~nthe assumption that some of the properties of which we think 
~nd speak are primary, a clear account can be provided of secondary 
,poperties, and there are reasons to think that some such properties 
ar~ actually instantiated. 
" However, primary properties are assumed in any clear-headed 
~CCOW1t of any such projections, shadows or fictions as secondary 
ones are claimed to be, In my view, the existence of some logical 
objects must be assumed ultimately for similar reasons, Nobody seem 
\0 have any idea of bow to provide an aCCOLLl1t of truth-makers that 
does not assume at least negative truth-makers in addition to positi-

':ve ones, and general truth-makers in addition to particular ones 16, 

'The Tractatus' failures in these regards have been frequently discussed, 
;The same applies to the features of truth-makers discussed in my 
previous examples: the relation of being occupied by the same object 

. .,among structural positions, and categorical features distinguishing 
• properties from objects, positions in relational truth-makers, and so 
,(In, Tbis is why the reformed Quinean, deflationary strategy should 

, ftlso be rejected, It is ultimately on the basis of indispensability cOl1si
. ,: derations, of the kind that Quine and Putnam have made compellingly 

for Platonism about mathematical entities, that a similar view should 
be adopted concerning logical objects, 

The core of what I have argued for in tl1is paper can be put as a 
conditional: to the extent that one feels compelled to adopt a realist
externalist view on the semantics of expressions ill<:e natural kind terms 

" (perhaps for the sort of consideration advanced by Kripke and Put
; nam, and/or for considerations favouring scientific realism), then one 

shOLJd adopt a similar view regarding logical expressions, ill addition, 
I have set apart two alternative views on logical expressions and logical 

, form, the syntactic one defended by the Quinean and the semantic but 
deflationary ascribed to the reformed Quinean, and I have proposed to 

. lnterpret the Tractarian Grundgedanke as advancing the latter, 

16 See, For illustration, [he discussion or these mutters by Armstrong 1997, 
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